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Hager Companies is pleased to announce the release of a Restroom Kit (2-659-0368) and
Emergency Kit (2-659-0372), both of which can be found in the Electrified Products section of the
Hager website, price book, and catalog. During the past year, we have seen a steadily increasing
demand for these products in project specifications.

How it Works | Restroom Kit
The restroom kit is intended to be used in single occupancy
restrooms, including communicating restrooms where there
are two doors that allow access to the restroom. The primary
purpose of the restroom kit is to show when a restroom is
available or occupied and when used with a low energy
operator, the restroom kit can disable the exterior side
actuators.
Step 1 - Activate the exterior "Push to Open"
or "Wave to Open" push plate to initiate the
8300 Series Automatic Door Operator or
simply manually open the door.
In a normally locked restroom, a key switch or
keypad may be used in lieu of the push plate
to gain access
Step 2 - Once inside the single occupancy
restroom (and with the door closed), press
the "Push to Lock" button. This action will
illuminate both the interior "Push to Lock"
button and exterior "Occupied When Lit"
Indicator. It will also activate the locking
hardware (i.e. electric strike) as well as to
deactivate the exterior push plate actuator,
preventing anyone from entering.
Step 3 - To exit, activate the interior "Push to
Open" or "Wave to "Open push plate or
manually open the door. Both actions will
reset the system and door position switch
(DPS) will send a signal to the logic relay
telling it the door has been opened and to
unlock the locking hardware.
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The emergency kit addresses emergency call system requirements for single occupancy
restrooms. If a person in the restroom needs emergency assistance, they simply press the red
alarm button which illuminates the exterior sign and initiates an audible alarm. The kit includes
both English and French signage.
As a note, the emergency kit does not provide access into the restroom. It simply alerts personnel
that a person in the restroom needs help. How they gain access is dependent on the locking
system.

How it Works | Emergency Kit
Where it Works | Restroom Kit & Emergency Kit
Normally locked or normally unlocked single occupancy restrooms
Where barrier free restrooms are required
Where integrated locking systems are required
Where an emergency call system is required.
What it Works With | Restroom Kit & Emergency Kit
8300 Series and 8400 Series Operators (for restroom kit)
Push Plate Actuators and Touchless Actuators
Electric Strikes
Both kits can be used together

Please do not hesitate to reach out with any questions.

Sincerely,
Gordon Holmes
Product Manager
e. gholmes@hagerco.com
t. 314-633-2773
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